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A congress on business opportu-
nities in fast growing countries 
By Saro Capozzoli, Founder of JESA Investment Ltd 

 

Nowadays you can travel around the world without  

barriers, you can go on vacation to exotic countries 

and then back home. It seems so simple but it is 

not when it comes to look beyond our borders in 

search of new markets. 

Often companies are coming round to their choices 

by following the "fashion" of the moment, as it 

happened in the nineties with Romania and in the 

period  between 2004 and pre-2008 crisis with 

China, without understanding the real potential of 

the market but just looking for a low-cost way to 

"escape" from Italy. 

 

We believe that markets need to be explored and 

conquered to gain market share that otherwise 

may  be taken by  other competitors in northern 

Europe or simply by foreign competitors who have 

moved earlier and that are expanding, while we 

are waiting for the world to return to a situation 

prior to the 2008. 

Unfortunately this will never happen, because only 

those companies that have begun to globalize their 

operations will survive the challenges of these 

times. 

The Italian economy is characterized by the strong 

presence of small size companies. This thing to-

gether with the credit crunch and the tendency to 

make limited direct investments, has created an 

explosive mixture that must be defused to 

jump-start the economy in our country. You will 

need to learn to put pride and distrust aside in order 

to try  finding forms of cooperation with other 

companies in your sector, by promoting a strategic 

vision of medium and long term that encourages 

and supports companies that are going to bet on 

their internationalization. 

 

‘Unindustria di Forlì e Cesena’ and the ‘Cassa di 

Risparmio di Cesena’ have promoted and sponsored 

the conference that will bring to the attention of 

local and non local businesses, the opportunities in 

high-growth countries, different from each other 

but with many similarities, and which represent an 

opportunity to rethink about our strategy. Coun-

tries where Jesa has direct,  and in some cases 

multi-decade, presence. Managers with a direct 

experience in these countries will attend the event, 

together with the Vice Minister of Industry and 

Agriculture of Mongolia, that will honor us with his 

presence to explain us what are the developments 

in this Asian country that this year will record a GDP 

growth rate of 17%.  

 

The event  ‘EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS ABROAD: 

OPPORTUNITY IN CHINA, CHILE, MONGOLIA, 

SAUDI ARABIA AND USA’ 

 will be held on May 15, 2013 from 9:00 am to 

12:30 pm at the Meeting Room, located in Forlì - 

Via Punta di Ferro 2 (near by  the exhibition 

halls). 

 

 

* * ITALIAN VERSION * * * 

 

 

Ormai si viaggia per il mondo senza tante bar-

riere, si va in vacanza in paesi esotici e poi si torna 

a casa. Sembra così semplice ma non lo è quando 

si tratta di guardare al di là dei nostri confini alla 

ricerca di nuovi mercati.  

Spesso le aziende si orientano nello loro scelte 

seguendo la “moda” del momento, come è suc-

cesso con la Romania negli anni novanta e con la 

Cina nel periodo tra il 2004 e il pre-crisi del 2008, 

senza comprendere le reali potenzialità del mer-

cato ma cercando solo il basso costo e vie di 

“fuga” dall’Italia.  

 

Noi siamo convinti che i mercati devono essere 

esplorati e conquistati per aggiudicarsi quote di 

mercato che altrimenti andranno ai concorrenti 

del nord Europa o più semplicemente  ai con-
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correnti stranieri che si sono mossi prima e che si 

stanno espandendo mentre noi stiamo ad aspet-

tare che il mondo ritorni ad una situazione ante-

cedente il 2008. 

Purtroppo questo non accadrà, perché solo le a-

ziende che avranno iniziato a globalizzare le loro 

attività, potranno sopravvivere alle sfide di questi 

tempi. 

 

Il tessuto economico italiano, è caratterizzato dalla 

forte presenza di aziende dalla contenute dimen-

sioni. Questo assieme alla stretta creditizia e alla 

tendenza ad effettuare scarsi investimenti diretti, 

ha portato alla creazione di  una miscela esplosiva 

che deve essere disinnescata per far ripartire 

l’economia nel nostro Paese. Si dovrà imparare a 

mettere da parte l’orgoglio e la diffidenza per 

cercare di trovare forme di collaborazione con le 

altre imprese del settore, favorendo una visione 

strategica di medio e lungo periodo che incoraggi e 

supporti le aziende disponibili ad affacciarsi sul 

mondo. 

 

Unindustria di Forlì e Cesena e la Cassa di Ri-

sparmio di Cesena hanno promosso e sponsoriz-

zato il convegno che tratterà di questi temi,  

portando all’attenzione delle imprese del territorio, 

e non solo,  le opportunità presenti in paesi a forte 

sviluppo, lontani tra loro ma con tante affinità, e 

che formano un’occasione di riflessione per tutti 

noi. Paesi dove Jesa ha un’operatività diretta in 

alcuni casi pluri-decennale. All’evento partecipe-

ranno manager provenienti direttamente da questi 

paesi e sarà presente anche il Vice Ministro 

all’Industria e Agricoltura della Mongolia che ci 

onorerà della sua presenza per spiegare cosa sta 

accadendo in questo Paese asiatico che quest’anno 

registrerà un tasso di crescita del PIL del 17%.   

Il convegno ‘AMPLIARE I PROPRI ORIZZONTI 

ALL’ESTERO: OPPORTUNITA’ IN CINA, CILE, 

MONGOLIA, ARABIA SAUDITA E U.S.A.’ si svolgerà 

MERCOLEDI’ 15 MAGGIO 2013 dalle ore 9,00 alle 

12,30 presso la Sala Riunioni, sita in Forlì – Via 

Punta di Ferro n° 2 (Palazzo di Vetro – adiacente i 

Padiglioni Fieristici). 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Opportunities in China’s Baby 
Food Market 
By Amanda Sabbatini and Michele Corbanese 

 
China is forecasted to become the world’s largest 

market for consumer goods by 2020 and Food & 

Beverage is one of the industries that is towing 

the growth of Chinese consumptions. With a 

growth of 76% in the last five years China became 

the biggest grocery market in the world. 

Among the food industry a product category that 

deserve a special attention for the business op-

portunities that in China are offered to non do-

mestic brands is baby food.  With more than 

20,000,000 births per year1, China has become 

the world’s largest consumer of baby food, rep-

resenting almost 29% of global demand. In the 

past 5 years the Chinese spending in baby food 

has almost tripled in volume. 2 

 

The great  business opportunities related to baby 

food in China are deeply connected to the sig-

nificant changes in consumers behaviours that 

have been generated by the evolution that China’s 

society experienced in the last decades. 

 

The structure of Chinese population has been 

dramatically evolving.  
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The rising middle class is the main driver of China 

mass consumptions. Thanks to the constant pro-

cess of urbanization China’s middle class is fore-

casted to double in size by 2020.These people, 

whose income and spending capacity are con-

stantly growing are looking for higher life stand-

ards and they will represent in the next 5 years a 

sound demand for consumer goods. 

Not only the middle class but also people belonging 

to the upper classes are really attractive targets for 

companies specialized in food products, especially 

premium food product: China has around 

1,265,000 millionaires in search for high quality 

and healthy food.3 

 

It’s important also to consider that in China in 

2010 70% of the women was employed and that 

the  number of working women is constantly 

growing year by year.  

Although a large disparity in salary still exists, 

since 2007 the female earnings in China have 

doubled. Despite the awareness of the health 

benefits of the breastfeeding, career women are 

forced to buy prepared baby food because of the 

busy lifestyle. China’s consumptions of packaged 

baby food is indeed expected to double in terms of 

volume in the next 5 years. 

 

Moreover, after the one child policy was imple-

mented the expenditure per simple child increased 

dramatically. Since the attention, the care and 

money of a family are concentrated on a single 

baby, parents can buy more expensive and more 

sophisticated products for their child: what in the 

past was devoted to several children, now is 

dedicated to one only child. 

 

In this context, premium products are spreading 

out, sales are indeed rapidly growing (by 265% in 5 

years)4: for most Chinese consumers price is con-

sidered as the main indicator of the quality and the 

safety of a product and this become even more 

evident when we look Chinese parents’ purchasing 

behaviour for baby food: premium specific baby 

food are seen as a guarantee for safety. 

When Chinese parents buy baby food their main 

concern is the safety of the product, and safety is a 

characteristic that Chinese consumers usually as-

sociate with high prices and foreign origin.  

China’s parents aversion to domestic baby food 

products can be tracked back to the milk scandal of 

2008. The contamination of baby milk powder with 

toxic melamine, caused the illness of almost 

300,000 children and the death of 6 babies. After 

that scandal Chinese young parents started pur-

chasing enormous quantity of foreign milk powder 

abroad (with its USD 12,500 millions registered in 

2012 China is the world’s biggest purchaser of 

milk formula), so much that recently Australia, UK 

and Hong Kong have put restrictions on exports.5 

 

Even if imported baby food is considered safe, it is 

usually too expensive for most of the Chinese 

people belonging to the middle class. 

Imported products in China have prices usually 

twice higher than the ones they have in their 

country of origin (for instance the price of a 28 

ounce package of imported milk powder varies 

around RMB 290-350 the equivalent of USD 

45-60).  

 

Therefore the main customers of imported baby 

foods are mostly people that belongs to China 

upper class, people that can afford to pay a 

premium price for safe imported food.   

In this economic environment, foreign multina-

tional companies are exploiting the opportunities 

offered by China’s baby food market, and are 

expanding investing on brands whose image in-

spires safety and reliability. 

Over the years foreign companies have been able 

to overtake domestic producers, and are now the 

key players in China baby food market. The two 

leading companies alone, Mead Johnson and 

Nestlè, retained in 2012, more than 20% of the 

baby food market in China. 6 
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They have also started offering relatively cheaper 

products but lower income population is still 

served for the most part by local companies. 

 

In Chinese culture gifts are really important to 

maintain and develop relationships, this Confucian 

heritage has also relevant consequences on the 

strategies many companies that produce or sell 

consumer or luxury goods. During festivals and 

national holidays retailers record massive quantity 

of sales and most of these sales are represented by 

gifts. Products for children (and among these baby 

food) are increasingly gaining market share among 

presents. For this reason more and more com-

panies in the baby food industry prepare specific 

gift packages for their products during Chinese 

new year or other festival and national holidays. 

The predominant distribution channel for baby 

food in China is represented by supermarkets 

(accounting 53% of the baby food sales registered 

in China last year), however because of the high 

entrance fees charged by supermarkets and hy-

permarkets in China more and more companies 

are shifting their products to small specialized 

shops. 

 

By the way specialized shops still represent less 

than 20% of the China’s total sales of baby food’s.  

In the last years also the E-commerce channel 

became more and more relevant for baby food: 

websites are preferred either by companies, be-

cause of the low operation fee, and by parents, 

because of grate variety of products and their 

“cheap” prices.7 

 

In the next five years, despite a slight slow down of 

the Chinese growth rate of new births, the sales of 

baby food in China are expected to increase by 

85.13%, this growth of baby food consumption and 

the lack of sophistication of most of the baby food 

offered by Chinese companies makes the China 

baby food market a huge opportunity for foreign 

brands that have historically based their business 

on the quality and the healthiness of their products. 
 

References: 
1 http://www.mcbexpo.com/ 
2 Euromonitor International, 2012, Category briefing, Nov 

ember 2012 
3 The Economist Intelligence Unit, Country Report, 2012 

4 Euromonitor International, Category briefing, Nov ember 

2012 
5 The New York Times, Chinese Safety Concern Empties 

Distant Shelves, Jenuary 2013 
6 The Economist Intelligence Unit, Country Report, 2012 
7 Agri-Food Trade Service, Consumer trend baby food in 

China, September 2011 

A Brief introduction on China’s 
taxation system 
By Li Mo and Michele Corbanese 

 

Taxation is one of the key aspects that usually 

influences administration decisions and legal 

structure of companies that are already interna-

tional or that are starting their internationalization 

process. China has developed and still keeps 

revising a favorable taxation system for interna-

tional businesses. International companies that 

plan to enter China Market must start since the 

first phases to carefully analyze the taxation issue 

in order to select a proper legal structure and to 

avoid higher fiscal pressure in their subsequent 

operations. 

 

On China’s taxation system there are a lot of 

stories and anecdotes that has often generated 

confusion or incorrect perceptions among foreign 

investors. 

 

International double taxation is perhaps one of 

the topics that have generated a really remark-

able number of misunderstanding and 

misinterpretation. Double taxation is an issue that 

can seriously slow down the globalization process 

and the internalization plans of many companies. 

For this reason it has always been considered a 

critical topic by emerging countries that are 
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topic by emerging countries that are competing to 

attract foreign direct investments.  That’s why 

China in the in the last 30 years has signed 

agreements with 99 countries to avoid double 

taxation (some of them are listed below1).  

 

 

Country Signed on Effective Applicable 

JAPAN 1983.9.6 1984.6.26 1985.1.1 

U.S.A. 1984.4.30 1986.11.21 1987.1.1 

FRANCE 1984.5.30 1985.2.21 1986.1.1 

U.K. 1984.7.26 1984.12.23 1985.1.1 

GERMANY 1985.6.10 1986.5.14 1985.1.1/7.1 

ITALY 1986.10.31 1989.11.14 1990.1.1 

NETHERLANDS 1987.5.13 1988.3.5 1989.1.1 

SWITZERLAND 1990.7.6 1991.9.27 1990.1.1 

SPAIN 1990.11.22 1992.5.20 1993.1.1 

 

 

In China, business entities are subjected to the 

Enterprises Income Tax (EIT) at a tax rate of 25% 

and the enterprises that must pay the EIT to 

People’s Republic of China are defined in the En-

terprises Income Tax Law (effective since January 

2008). However there are exceptions to the 

provision stated in the Enterprise Income Tax Law 

for the enterprises that are resident in countries 

that have signed agreements with the government 

have signed agreements with the government of 

the PRC to avoid double taxation. 

So generally speaking if we look at what stated in 

the Enterprises Income Tax Law the enterprises 

that must pay the EIT to People’s Republic of China 

(PRC) are the followings: 

 

 Enterprises resident in China. These enter-

prises must pay the EIT on the incomes 

sourced from both inside and outside the ter-

ritory of China. 

 Enterprises non-resident in China but with an 

organ or a permanent establishment within 

the territory of China. These enterprises shall 

pay the EIT on the incomes sourced inside the 

territory of China and on the portion of the 

incomes sourced outside China that are con-

nected with the enterprises’ establishment in 

China. 

 

 Enterprises non-resident in China without an 

organ or a permanent establishment within 

the territory of China. These enterprises shall 

pay the EIT on the incomes sourced inside the 

territory of China but at a tax rate of 20% in-

stead of 25%. 

 

But if we look at a company that is resident in one of 

the 99 countries that signed an agreement with the 

government of the PRC to avoid double taxation, 

the provisions that regulate its situation are the 

ones stated in the agreement between China and 

the country where that company is resident. If we 

analyze for example an Italian company in China, 

to have an understanding of the situation we 

should look at the agreement between China and 

Italy2. In that agreement the methods for the 

elimination of double taxation between the two 

countries are described in the Article 23 as fol-

lows: 

 

 If an enterprise resident in Italy owns items 

of income that are taxable in China, then 

that enterprise would need the applicable 

pay taxes in China on those items. 

The same items of income are also included 

in the calculation of tax in Italy.  However, 

the amount paid in China should be de-

ducted from the tax paid on those items in 

Italy. The deduction should not exceed the 

amount calculated in Italy on those items of 

income. 

 

 In cases where a Chinese resident enterprise 

derives income from Italy, that enterprise 

needs to pay the tax in Italy on that income. 

The amount of tax payable on that income in 

Italy shall be considered as a credit against 
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the Chinese tax imposed on that enterprise. 

However, that credit should not exceed the 

amount of the Chinese tax computed on that 

income.  

So according what stated above two are the key 

aspects that matters most to determine the tax 

jurisdiction that will be applied and the amount of 

tax payable for the company that we are analyz-

ing: the residence of the enterprise (an enterprise, 

according this agreement between Italy and China, 

should be considered resident in the country where 

it is located the enterprise’s administration) and 

the origin of its incomes. For this reason, if an 

Italian company wants to benefit from the lower 

level of Chinese taxes, that Italian company should 

carefully evaluate its decision on its legal structure 

at the very first stage of the set up of its business 

in China.  

When a European company looks at China it is 

important that its management understand that 

China taxation system is not uniform in all the 

country. In Mainland China there are 4 munici-

palities and 28 provinces, and each local area is 

characterized by its own tax policy, its incentives 

and its tax holidays. In these last years Chinese 

government has been trying to reform the fiscal 

system with the aim to make it more similar to the 

ones adopted in western countries and to reduce 

the differences among the 28 provinces. An ex-

ample of this effort is the recent announcement 

that Chinese State Council, starting from August 1st 

2013, will expand the VAT reform nationwide and 

that more industries will be included under the 

scope of the reform3. In China the “original” VAT 

reform was released in November 2011, with that 

reform China replaced business tax with VAT in 

several pilot cities for transportation sector and 

certain specific services sectors4.The State Council 

declared also that it plans to complete the expan-

sion of the VAT reform by the end of 20155 in order 

to rejuvenate China’s corporate sector and to 

promote the growth of China’s economy. So from 

this brief overview it clear that China fiscal system 

is complex and constantly in evolution for these 

reasons its important that a foreign company that 

wants to enter in China is assisted since the choice 

of its legal structure and the selection of its location 

by a professional service firm that has a deep 

knowledge not only of the administration proce-

dures but also of China fiscal system and its local 

peculiarities. 

 
References 
1	   Effective	  Tax	  Treaties,	  03/2011,	  
http://www.chinatax.gov.cn/	  
2	  Agreement	  Between	  China	  and	  Italy	  for	  the	  Avoid-‐
ance	  of	  Double	  Taxation	  and	  the	  Prevention	  of	  Fiscal	  
Evasion	  With	  Respect	  to	  Taxes	  on	  Income,	  11/1989,	  
http://www.chinatax.gov.cn/	  

3	  China	  expands	  VAT	  reform,	  04/2013,	  
http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/	  
4	  12/2011,	  http://www.online.sh.cn/	  
5 China to extend VAT reform nationwide, 04/2013, 
http://english.cntv.cn/ 
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For inquires and suggestions regarding this news-
letter or for any other concerns, please contact us 
anytime at:  
 
michele@jesa.com.cn 
 
And please visit our website:  
www.jesa.com.cn 
 
 
 
 
Our Newsletters:   
http://ww.jesa.com.cn/newsletter.html 
 
 

 

 

 

ADDRESS IN SHANGHAI  

LANE 112 FENYANG ROAD – HOUSE 4 
200031 SHANGHAI -  CHINA 
 
Tel  +86 21 64331555   
Fax +86 21 62880072  
 
Offices also in: 
Saudi Arabia, Mongolia, Chile  
 
 

 

 

 

LEGAL NOTICE 
The content of this newsletter is composed 
and written by JESA, and thus it is not re-
producible and cannot be diffused indis-
criminately without JESA’s consent. The 
purpose of this newsletter is to keep our 
contacts informed about important changes 
occurring in China; any use of it that differs 
from the initial purpose must be authorized 
by JESA.   
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